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Insider Internet Dating Special Publication...

A Strange, Weird, And (very)
Controversial Internet Dating
Method: “The Recon Profile”

You Might Feel Guilty About Doing This, But You Shouldn’t.

Dear friend,

     By now you've probably heard a million stories from friends about how
they or someone they know has met a great girl online... and maybe you've
even tried it yourself.

Fact: Match.com reports over 24,600 new
 women members signing up each month.

     This is great news... because it means online dating is becoming more
and more socially ACCEPTED... and as this happens, more and more
REALLY interesting (and attractive) women are joining these sites looking
for good men.

     As I write this, there are literally TENS OF MILLIONS of women who
are members of online social and dating sites...

     Amazing, isn't it?

Here’s What This Means For You
     Now more than ever, you can put yourself right in front of the women
who are looking for you without having to awkwardly approach women in
public with some weird pickup routine, and be seen as “that creepy guy”
who tried to pick her up.

     It's simple. Put your “message” in front of women who are ALREADY
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looking for what you are offering.

     The Internet allows you to target the exact type of women you are
interested in like no other “way” in history.

     Take bars and clubs, for example.

     All those women who were going to bars and clubs are now ALSO
going online and looking for guys they're interested in.

      ...And instead of only trying to meet someone when they’re out, they
can ALSO jump online and be looking at YOUR pictures, reading YOUR
profile, and emailing YOU, wanting to get together with YOU.

     And what’s great is you can get right in front of them in as little as 15
minutes thanks online personals sites like Match.

     But you probably know that already...

     Unfortunately there are some major obstacles that make meeting
women online difficult (if not hopeless) if you don't know the SECRETS.

WARNING:
You Will Probably Look Like A Total

Douchebag If You Do This Wrong.
     Internet dating SEEMS like a great idea… doesn't it? Sit down at your
computer, log into one of the many dating websites, and start emailing all
kinds of attractive, single women… without the fear of “rejection”…

     Women email you back, get to know  “the real you”, meanwhile… you
build a relationship in a very "low-key", friendly, way then eventually
meet in person and go out on a date.

     Wouldn't it be GREAT if that was how it actually worked?

     Well, if you've actually TRIED internet dating, then you KNOW that’s
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nothing more than a FANTASY. __

     In fact, if you've tried it, then you already know that it’s EVEN MORE
challenging than meeting women out in the “real world”.

   My question for you is…

   Why?

     Well, for starters, its because almost EVERY GUY out there is thinking
this same “fantasy” about internet dating. And the online dating websites
aren't exactly “downplaying” just how difficult it is to REALLY meet
women online.

Fact: 97% of the men who join online dating sites quit within the first 3
months. The #1 reason why is because they were not getting results.

–Source: JupiterResearch

     So, most guys try it out ...then they fall flat on their faces.

     Listen, if you've ever seen this whole "meet women online" thing as a
huge uphill battle, I can totally relate to you.

     Especially when I look back on my early days of trying this whole
meeting women online thing.

     You might be wondering how I could describe this situation so
perfectly. The answer, of course, is that I LIVED this situation over and
over and over...

     I had NO FRIGGIN’ IDEA how to meet these women online.

     I'm talking CLUELESS.

     And I'll tell you another thing... it SUCKED. The one thing I wanted
most was staring me right in the face on my screen. I could almost reach
out and grab it... or could I?

     Well, if you've been in this situation (and I know you have), then you
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know how it feels to be looking at beautiful women on your computer
screen... but not have any idea how to MEET and get to know them.

     If you apply just a fraction of the technique I’m about to share with you
in this special report, you’re going to have more phone numbers and meet
more women online than you know what to do with.

     I’m not joking.

But There Is A HUGE Problem.
     After nearly five years of "in the trenches" research, I discovered
there’s a deadly problem almost ALL men have when trying to meet
women online.

     You see, the sad truth is most guys don't have the slightest clue WHAT
to email women online, they tend to do it all wrong, fail and decide they
just can't pull it off then, as research shows, quit within 3 months.

     Most guys are about as "smooth" as a pile of broken glass when it
comes to meeting women online, and couldn’t pick up a woman online if
she threw herself at you, so you have your work cut out for you to say the
least.

     I'll put it this way...

     If I told you what was contained in these emails... first you'd laugh, then
you'd cry, then you'd decide to go into business as a dork counselor.

     To make matters worse, these mistakes are made on paid sites, so you
also waste money each month with little to show for it.

     But If YOU know how to turn this to your advantage, then you can get
HUGE results... with VERY little effort, and very little or no "rejection".

     In just a moment I'll show you how you can learn another way to meet
women online fast.
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     You and I both know this to be true: Times have changed. The Internet
is completely different than bars, clubs or other old fashioned ways guys
use to meet women.

     The reason why is simple: FRAME OF MIND.

     A woman online is in a totally different frame of mind than a woman
who's in the supermarket, in a nightclub or some other type of social
activity.

     That's the bad news.

     Now for the good news.

     It’s really simple. If you know how to actually create attraction via the
Internet, this will be a cakewalk because most guys have no clue.

     Bad for them.  Good for us.

     This is easy, and women will be eager to meet and date you IF you can
show them you are they type of guy they're looking for.

     (Do you know how to do this? It's critical to getting women online
interested.)

     But if you're not able to target in the women you want like a laser
guided missile, and create ATTRACTION ...you're toast.

     Now I want to teach you

An Incredibly Valuable Strategy You Can Use
Today To Start Meeting Women Online

     It’s incredibly powerful and one you'll want to pay close attention to.

     This strategy is one of the biggest secrets to how I've personally been
able to meet over 398 women using online personals sites.
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     I call this strategy, or concept, "Copy The Best".

     Let me explain what thats all about.

     By now you should realize that the greatest research tool ever invented
is the internet, if you know how to use it.

     Combine this with the millions of guys using online personals sites
trying to meet women. This is an incredibly valuable combination for you,
if you know how to take advantage of it.

     Guys out there are trying every idea they can think of trying to meet
women online.

 "Copy The Best" ties into all this in a simple, yet powerful way.

     You tap into the power of the internet and have it “show” you all the
things that are working that other guys have already figured out. All the
things that are ALREADY getting positive results

     So you act like a “detective” to find out whats getting real results,
whats working, then you just use this as a powerful shortcut to hopefully
figure out how you can get similar results.

     Hopefully you'll do something a little different and improve upon what
they've already figured out so you can get even greater results.

     You can use this powerful concept in a number of different ways.

     The best way to apply this concept is something I call "The Recon
Profile".

So, What Is "The Recon Profile"
You Might Be Asking...?

     In a nutshell, it's a simple strategy that allows you to "bypass" other
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guy's poor efforts and "steal" their best material, then use it for yourself!
All 100% legally.

     If you aren't using this strategy, then you are probably wasting your
time and money.

     And it's really brain-dead simple.

     If you can cut and paste, you can use this right now.

     And if you started using it today, I'll bet you'd see amazing results over
the next seven days.

     Think of online dating as just another "way" to meet women. Think of
the internet as a type of media (just like radio and TV) that can be used to
generate "leads" VERY quickly for you to date.

     If you realize this, and look at online dating like that, then you can use
this as a tool to meet hundreds of women.  If you don't do this correctly, I
promise you that you’ll never reach the levels you should have.

     The idea for this report has been on my mind for some time, and grew
directly out of my experience meeting women online

     When I decided to write this, I really wanted to do it as a warning to
my clients, customers and friends. I’ve seen a few too many guys try every
"technique" under the sun, but they never really understand HOW to meet
women online and when the “technique-of-the-week's” effectiveness wears
off, so does their results.

     That is why it’s very necessary to deploy "The Recon Profile" BEFORE
you start emailing women so you learn to think like a woman.

     We as men unconsciously BELIEVE that we know best, but when you
actually take the time to find out what it’s like to be a woman on these
sites, you’ll learn a lot that you didn’t know.

     The amazing thing about it is it's totally under the radar.
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     This is actually very easy.

     I guarantee you've never been taught this before, and once I show
you how to do it ...you'll never go back to the "old way" again.

     And listen:

Nobody Out There Really Does This.
      So you'll have a major advantage. Heck - you could start doing this
right now and see results in no time.

     But even though what I’m going to share with you can turn things in
your favor, the strategy I’m teaching you does involve a little bit of work.

     It’s not only incredibly effective, but it is also equally brutal. I don't
expect to get invited to any online dating sites Christmas parties after this
one... in fact, I almost didn't release it.

     Why?

     Because we are not only going to "leech" peoples profiles and photos,
but we're also going to "leech" your competitions best emails.

     And then? We are going to take their best emails, "tweak" them and use
them to meet a LOT of women in a ridiculously short amount of time.

     Hmm ... are you seeing something here?

     Piss off the dating sites, frustrate your competition and get lots of email
replies from attractive women for a little bit of work.

     Curious? Read on.

     Since you already know 97% of the guys quit (due to lack of results),
this gives you important information.

     What if you were able to “see” what these 97% of the guys are doing?
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     It makes sense that you would then find out EXACTLY what they are
doing and could spot what works and what doesn’t. “The Recon Profile” is
the best way I know of to do this.

     To be blunt, it’s easy to meet 20 women a month from only a couple of
hours of "work" - IF you know what you are doing. Or you copy someone
who does.

     By knowing which emails work, you'll have an unfair advantage. You
just need to replicate and meet women online.

     You and I both know it can be scary to try new things ...but this
"gamble" really pays off. And you’ll be glad you put your doubt and fear
aside and decided to give it a try.

     Very few guys take advantage of this.

     I came up with this idea about several years ago when I first started
trying internet dating, and revealed it, for the first time, at the
DoubleYourDating “Meeting Women Online” Seminar.

     Now that you understand the idea, let’s talk about how to do it right
now, and how to meet more women online IMMEDIATELY.

Here’s How To Use This Information
To Meet Women Online Now…

     There's a major opportunity right under your nose that most “experts”
COMPLETELY overlook. It's called “seeing what your competition is
doing and taking the best of the best and using it for yourself."

     I call this the “Recon Profile”.

     It works every time and provides you with very valuable insights into
what guys are doing wrong, and what women are dealing with.

     Take this idea, get out and use it as soon as you possibly can. If you
implement this one idea and focus on just this idea over the next few
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weeks, you'll find your results meeting women online has increased
dramatically.

     The best part? The Recon Profile won’t cost you a dime.

     Here’s how you do it:

Step 1: Log into your favorite online personals site and do a search for
women OUTSIDE your state.

Your goal is to find the a few different women who “match” the type of
woman you would be interested in getting to know better.

It’s important you make sure she lives in ANOTHER state, this way the
chances of someone recognizing her where you live is very remote.

Step 2: Find 2 different profiles. Copy one girls profile, then copy another
girls photos. Essentially you’re creating a brand new profile from 2
different profiles.
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Important: So that the rest of us know you’ve got a ‘recon profile’ up, at
the end of the profile use this:  <*>

This way if one of us happens to see it, we’ll know it’s a recon profile :-)

Step 3: You need to setup a new yahoo/hotmail/gmail account specifically
for the responses you’re going to get. You’re going to be shocked at the
volume of emails you’ll be getting so make sure you don’t use your own
email address.  Trust me on this one.

Step 4: Sit back and watch the emails pour in. Keep all the emails you get
because you’re going to use them shortly.

My advice is to leave the profile up for NO MORE THAN 7 days (3
should be plenty). Once you collect enough information, take it down.

Step 5: Go back and review the emails you got, maybe even show them to
a female friend of yours and ask her to pick the ones SHE would respond
to.

Click Here To Watch A Video Explaining
How To Set This Up In 8 Minutes or Less…

     I think it will be pretty obvious which emails are good, and which ones
aren’t.

     This is KILLER technique for finding the BEST emails to send to
women.

     You know what's really amazing?

     You’ll get emails you can model after or just plain “swipe”, and put to
work for you immediately.

http://www.1shoppingcart.com/app/?af=265472&u=http://www.insiderinternetdating.com/FreeVideos/reconhowto.html
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     Your email inbox will be literally filled with women writing you to say
"here's my number... call me".

And Don’t Forget...
     If you’re interested in 22 year old women, it wouldn’t be a smart idea to
use a photo of a 45 year old woman in your recon profile.

     Sure you’ll get guys emailing you, but the responses are not targeted
towards the type of woman you’re interested in getting to know better.

     Why?

     …Because a 22 year old is in a different FRAME OF MIND than a
45 year old.

     Here’s another killer “Recon Profile” tip: Remember it’s vital you
match your recon profile as closely as possible to the type of women
you’re interested in. (think target market).

    Once your recon profile is setup, you’ll know exactly what your
competition is sending the women you want to meet, and you’ll know
exactly what doesn’t work online.

     If your profile and emails do not INSTANTLY resonate with women –
and hit them at a GUT LEVEL in a powerful way that creates instant
ATTRACTION, you’re going to be like all the rest of the guys who quit
within 3 months with nothing... and who probably get one or two emails a
month... from women who are 350 lbs., have 4 kids from 3 different guys
and work at taco bell.

     Trust me, you don’t want to spend your time and money only to get
emailed by 350 lb. women.

     You want attractive women to read your emails and respond back
wanting to get together with you!

     And that’s what you’ll get when you learn how to think like a woman,
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and translate the "intel" you get from your competition into words that
trigger GUT-LEVEL ATTRACTION responses from women.

     I just shared what is probably the MOST common and MOST
expensive mistake that 97% of the guys who try online dating make.

     Avoid this mistake, and increase your chances of success.

     When you’re looking at the response to your recon profile, I want you
to pay attention to 3 things...

1. The volume of emails you get each day.
2. What guys are writing inside their emails.
3. The age range of the guys emailing you.

    You'll be shocked at what you end up with.

    Tread carefully.

     This is a very powerful, almost “black hat” technique, and will
probably piss off a LOT of guys emailing "you" ESPECIALLY if you
respond to any of the emails, so DON'T.

     Now  you've got a whole bunch of responses from guys and it takes
every ounce of control you have not to start sending them really, really
sarcastic replies about why guys who take pictures with their shirts off are
total losers.

     Nobody will have a problem with you or anything like that. Everything
is cool as far as that's concerned.

     It’s "The Recon Profile" in general that takes the heat.

     The game is changing fast…

And It’s THIS Kind Of Insider Knowledge That
Will Separate You From The Rest Of The Pack

...And Can Ultimately Make You Wildly Successful
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While Others Struggle To Survive

“Some time ago I created a fake woman's profile on
lavalife in Toronto. I put up a picture of an attractive
woman and a brief, plain description of myself, and then I
took this screen capture after a few hours. The response
was unbelievable.  A guy who gets even 1% of that
attention is doing very well.”
 
Cheers,
Franco

“Hi Dave,

I have done what you suggested and created a “Recon
Profile” with a picture of a really hot girl, and in the
last 2-3 days I have received over 120 emails to the email
address I created for the profile.
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I don't know if you want to publish this email, but if you
do, I just wanted to confirm for everyone what you're
saying. I am absolutely amazed at what guys will send to
girls!

Let's see what I've got out of (at the time of this email)
123 emails:

- 1 marriage proposal …15-20 guys tripping over themselves
with compliments on the girl's beauty 2 emails with poems

- 70+ resume-style emails detailing job and history
of cities of residence

- At least 5 guys have emailed more than once pleading
for a chance

- One guy asked 'Am I your type?'

- One guy described sexually explicit acts he planned
on performing on her

- ONE guy was slightly cocky and didn't give away any
(well, much) of his power, although he didn't really
have much funny to go with it

I suppose every girl is different but out of all of those
emails, I imagine if I were a girl there'd only be 2-3 of
those emails that I'd actually want to contact. Just
thought you'd be interested to hear the results.”

Nathaniel

     Finally! Someone who gets it!

     Are you starting to see the power that you'll possess after knowing this?

     This is the closest thing to breaking into your competitions house,
logging into their computer and *ethically* stealing their best material.

     Now, you tell me: Would Nathaniel and Franco have had even a CLUE
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how to think like a woman if he didn’t setup a recon profile?

     No way. Not even CLOSE.

     Think about this.

     All Nathaniel and Franco really did was use “The Recon Profile”,
where he “leeched” a profile, setup a free email account, let guys email the
recon profile, then swipe their best material.

     It’s not rocket science.

     So you can see that you don't need anything fancy to do this. You just
need to know the formula.

     "The Recon Profile" gives you a virtually unlimited amount of material
you can use in your emails and is very powerful because you’ve gotten
inside the head of the women you’re interested in, and you’ve taken their
perspective.

     Here’s another killer technique for increasing response to your
emails... You can use the material other guys use in their emails, but twist
it in a “Cocky and Funny” way to change the meaning of it. When a
woman receives an email like this, she’ll think you are a mind reader!

     Imagine a woman gets an email from you, describing to her the types of
emails you think she might be getting …and you’re 100% right.

     She'll be shocked, and you’ll immediately be seen as different than the
other guys.

     It creates a sense of instant trust and bonding.

     She feels like she knows you better because you've stepped into her
shoes and she feels UNDERSTOOD.

     And of course, this means you get more replies ...and therefore you
meet more women online.
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     Obvious, right?

     You’ll just be sitting there with a big shit-eating grin on your face from
ear to ear because you set up a “Recon Profile” and found out the types of
email she deals with on a daily basis.

So There You Have It…
     These are some of my very favorite ways to find out what works online,
what doesn’t, and how get women to respond to your emails. And they
don’t require any money to use... but they certainly can GET you more
women online.

     Now it’s time for you to go and implement these techniques, and get
some RESULTS. Take my word for it...

     Start now.

     This won't always be easy, but it will be fun. And in the end, you can
either 1) stay dateless, 2) meet women slowly, or 3) meet women quickly.

     Hopefully #1 is not even an option (Duh!), and between #2 and #3, I'd
take the latter. How about you?

     Looks to me like this is a great time for those of us who really keep our
heads in the game.

And You Want Some More Good News?
     Those easy tricks I just showed you are but a mere drop in the bucket
when it comes to amazing ways you can prosper from knowing how to
meet women online.

     If you really want to be ahead of the pack, you MUST get your hands
on Insider Internet Dating.

     When I released the beta-version of this system, it flew off the shelves
and completely sold out in the first 24 hours.
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     Since then, I've had over 39,129 guys around the world sign up to get
their hands on Insider Internet Dating.

     This course is the result of four years of intense work, tedious testing,
late-night research, more testing, and more work to study and test the
various little known strategies that are revealed for the first time ever in
this huge, sought after course.

     You'll discover REAL LIFE case studies showing specific tactics that
I've personally used to meet over 398 women online, time and time again.

     And it's truly a step-by-step course that holds your hand through each
and every one of my highly effective methods.

     I teach you using 42 audio and LIVE video tutorials on CD-ROM to
take your dating to levels you never dreamed possible.

     And I’m going to teach you how I “stack” these methods on top of each
other and combine them, so you can meet the women online you really
want.

     But that's not nearly all, and frankly, this letter wasn't intended to be a
"sales pitch" for the course.

     That won't be necessary because there's such a huge demand for it
already.

     Why?

      Because these are the same tactics and strategies I use on a daily basis
to continue to meet women online with.

PROOF Insider Internet Dating Works
Better Than Anything You've Ever Seen

     Here's an example.

     These are screenshots from just one of my match.com accounts and one
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of my myspace accounts:

67 new emails and this match.com profile was viewed over
18,000 times. (I have several different profiles on this site.)

1360 emails in 12 months on this one myspace profile
(I have several profiles on here too.)

     I’m still absolutely floored at how well this works.

     Can you imagine sitting in front of your computer and seeing woman
after woman emailing you their phone number, wanting to get together
with you?
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     Take that feeling and compound it. Then you'll know how I felt when I
was getting as many as 70 phone numbers a month.

     And just for fun, I totaled up all the women I met, and if you add it all
up, it’s just over

398 Women In Just Under 4 Years
     Man, that gives me chills when I write it down.

     Actually, it's a lot more. That's just a rough total from the 4 years I'm
going to tell you about.

     And yeah - that's a pretty impressive number. (I almost hesitate to use it
because I don't want it to sound hypey ...but it's a real number.)

     But before we go further, we need to set the record straight.

     We're only at the beginning and you've already seen some really big
numbers. And if I were you, I'd be wondering...

Is This A Bunch Of Hype?
     And you're absolutely right to ask that question.

     Look, if I wasn't the guy who met all these women online, and saw it all
happen with my own two eyes, there's no way I'd believe it was true. In
other words, I know how you feel. So let me put your mind at ease by
pulling back the curtain right now and show you exactly what happened.
You'll hear about the amazing successes, the near fatal mistakes, and
everything in between.

  For the first time ever,

Here's The "Back Story" Behind How
An Average Guy Like Me Met 398 Women Online

In Just Under 4 Years

http://www.1shoppingcart.com/app/?af=265472&u=http://www.insiderinternetdating.com/IIDindex1.htm

